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REX: A Monte Carlo simulation of thick gas target1
resonant scattering reactions2
N. Curtisa,∗, J. Walshea3
aSchool of Physics and Astronomy, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham,4
B15 2TT, UK5
Abstract6
A Monte Carlo code has been developed to simulate resonant scattering7
reactions using the thick gas target technique in inverse kinematics. Results8
are presented for the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction at 70 MeV, and compared to9
an experimental measurement which utilised an array of segmented silicon strip10
detectors. In the case studied, angular straggling in the chamber window is11
found to dominate the excitation energy resolution.12
Keywords:13
Monte Carlo, Inverse kinematics, Thick target, Resonant scattering14
PACS: 21.10.-k, 24.10.Lx, 24.30.-v, 25.55.-e15
1. Introduction16
The technique of thick target resonant scattering provides an extremely use-17
ful tool in the study of α-cluster states [1], and has been used in a number18
of experiments in recent years (see, for example,[2–12]). In this method the19
scattering chamber is de-coupled from the beam line using a thin window (typ-20
ically Mylar R© or Havar R©), and ﬁlled with He gas. The He gas acts as both21
the reaction target and an absorber to slow (and stop) the incoming beam. In22
this way several resonances may be studied simultaneously with a single beam23
energy, as the energy loss of the beam in the gas will result in a reduction in24
the excitation energy with distance into the chamber. This is in contrast to a25
more traditional thin target experimental setup, where many beam energies are26
required to produce an excitation function.27
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Figure 1: (Colour online) Schematic chamber setup of a thick gas target resonant scattering
experiment.
If the gas thickness and/or pressure is suﬃciently high, and the beam heavier28
than 4He (so that the beam stops in the gas before the scattered 4He recoils),29
detectors may be placed on the beam axis (at 0◦) inside the gas volume to de-30
tect the recoiling α-particles, without being damaged by the beam. This allows31
reactions to be studied at 180◦ (in the centre-of-mass (CM) frame), an angle32
where the non-resonant cross-section is typically much lower than the resonant33
cross-section, allowing α-cluster states to be easily distinguished [1]. Detec-34
tors placed away from 0◦ allow α-particle angular distributions to be studied,35
providing spin information for the resonances.36
A schematic diagram of a typical chamber setup used in a thick gas target37
resonant scattering experiment is shown in Fig. 1 (the detectors labelled DSSD38
and LAMP are described in Section 3). The incoming beam will pass through39
the thin window separating the vacuum tube and the He ﬁlled chamber, and40
begin to lose energy in the gas. At some distance into the chamber the beam will41
interact with a He nucleus and form a resonance in the compound system. This42
resonance will subsequently decay, most likely back into the beam species and43
an α-particle. For example, in the case of the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction studied44
in this work, the 4He and 20Ne form a resonance in the compound nucleus 24Mg,45
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before decaying back into a 20Ne nucleus and an α-particle. Usually it is only the46
recoiling α-particle that is detected, as the heavier scattered beam experiences47
greater energy loss and tends to stop before reaching the detectors. In the48
case of the 4He(6He,α)6He reaction studied in [2], however, it was possible to49
detect both the 6He and α-particle in coincidence, due to the relatively low mass50
and charge of the 6He. A coincidence measurement is typically cleaner than a51
singles experiment, as the need for explicit particle identiﬁcation is removed52
(particle identiﬁcation being easily obtained from the particle energy and two-53
body kinematics). In the case of the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction studied here,54
particle identiﬁcation was also not an issue, as the detectors were placed (see55
below) at such a distance that the 20Ne was always stopped in the gas. Hence56
the assumption that any hit was an α-particle was generally good (the cross-57
section for decay of the resonant 24Mg to an exit channel other than α + 20Ne58
being small).59
In some reactions it is possible that particles other than recoiling α-particles60
may be detected. For example, in the 4He + 14O study of [3], a large background61
of protons was seen (the 4He(14O,p)17F reaction has a positive Q-value of + 1.1962
MeV). In this experiment time of ﬂight techniques were used to give particle63
identiﬁcation, making use of the pulsed nature of the cyclotron beam employed64
in the measurement. This allowed lower energy α-particles to be detected than65
would have been the case if a ΔE-E telescope had been employed (as was the66
case in, for example, [11]). The particle identiﬁcation techniques of time of67
ﬂight, ΔE-E energy loss and pulse shape discrimination, may also be required in68
experiments utilising a window with a large hydrogen content (such as Mylar R©69
or Kevlar R©), the use of which will most likely produce a signiﬁcant ﬂux of70
protons liberated from the window material. Scattering of the beam from the71
window (as opposed to the He gas) to detectors placed away from 0◦ can be72
removed by using a collimator placed inside the gas volume. Such a collimator73
was used to reduce background from scattered beam in the LAMP array used74
in the 4He + 6He measurement of [2], for example.75
The thick target resonant scattering technique uses inverse kinematics, and76
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is therefore especially useful in studying reactions that would otherwise require77
a radioactive target (such as, for example, 10Be in the case of [11] or 14C in the78
case of [12]), a gas target (such as in the 4He + 36Ar reaction studied in [8]), or79
both (the 4He + 6He [2] and 4He + 14O [3] reactions, for example, can in fact80
only be measured using inverse kinematics, due to the 800 ms half-life of 6He and81
70.6 s half-life of 14O). However, determining the experimental resolution and82
detection eﬃciency of such measurements can be challenging, due to the large83
variation in position of the interaction point within the chamber, and hence the84
need to track the beam and outgoing particles through the gas. The use of85
detector arrays with complicated geometry (such as that illustrated in Fig. 1)86
is an additional problem.87
One technique that is ideally suited to modelling thick target resonant scat-88
tering experiments is that of Monte Carlo simulation. Simulations can be per-89
formed using either general purpose codes, such as GEANT4 [13], or custom90
codes used for speciﬁc ﬁelds of research, such as cluster breakup [14], nuclear91
astrophysics [15] and Coulomb dissociation [16]. Monte Carlo codes have been92
used to model a wide range of detection systems, ranging from β-decay detectors93
(for example [17, 18]), neutron arrays (for example [19, 20]) and semiconductor94
Ge detectors (for example [21, 22]). This paper reports on a new Monte Carlo95
simulation that has been written to aid both the planning of thick gas target96
resonant scattering experiments, and to help in the interpretation of the data97
obtained.98
2. Monte Carlo simulation code REX99
The Monte Carlo code REX (Resonant EXcitation simulation) is written in100
Fortran, and generates pseudo-events in a form that may be analysed using the101
same analysis codes as used for real experimental data. This allows a direct102
comparison between any simulated and experimental spectra of interest, aiding103
the analysis of real data and the interpretation of results.104
At the start of each simulated event REX randomly chooses an excitation105
4
energy (Ex) for the scattering interaction from within a user deﬁned distribution106
(either a uniform distribution or a series of one or more Gaussian line shapes107
of user deﬁned energy, Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) and relative108
strength). After making an allowance for the beam energy spread, beam diver-109
gence, beam spot size, beam steering (oﬀset away from the centre of the beam110
line) and window, three main processes are simulated as the beam is tracked111
through the chamber. The ﬁrst is energy loss (ΔE), which is calculated using a112
subroutine version of the code DEDX [23]. The second eﬀect is energy straggling113
(Estrag), which is simulated by adding a randomly chosen energy to that of the114
beam. This random energy is chosen from within a Gaussian distribution (cen-115
tred at zero) of width given by the formalism of Clarke [24]. The third process116
is angular straggling (θstrag). This is similar to energy straggling, in that ran-117
domly chosen angles are added to both the in-plane (θx) and out-of-plane (θy)118
angles of the beam. These random angles are chosen from a Gaussian distribu-119
tion (again centred at zero) of width determined from the multiple scattering120
equations of Marion and Zimmerman [25]. The eﬀects of energy and angular121
straggling are therefore to smear the energy and angles of the beam by random122
(and energy dependent) amounts.123
After determining the eﬀects of energy loss, energy straggling and angular124
straggling in the window, the beam is tracked through the gas in user deﬁned125
steps. At the end of each step ΔE, Estrag and θstrag are calculated for that126
step, allowing the energy, Cartesian (X, Y, Z) coordinates of the beam particle127
(the origin being deﬁned as the centre of the window) and the distance to the128
window to be calculated. The absolute particle in-plane (θx) and out-of-plane129
(θy) angles are also determined, as are those relative to the centre of the window.130
From these the polar (θ) and azimuthal (φ) angles can also be determined. The131
absolute polar angle (θabs) and that relative to the window (θwin) are illustrated132
in Fig. 1. Hence at the end of each step the energy, position within the chamber133
and direction of travel of the beam particle are known.134
The tracking of the beam continues until the energy loss is such that the135
initially chosen Ex has been reached. At this point the scattering is simulated,136
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with the CM scattering angle being chosen from either a uniform, Rutherford137
or Legendre Polynomial distribution. The energies of the outgoing particles138
are determined from two-body kinematics, and then they are tracked in the139
same manner as the beam - at the end of each step the eﬀects of ΔE, Estrag140
and θstrag are calculated, and the particle energies, positions and angles (both141
absolute and with respect to the window) obtained.142
Both outgoing particles are tracked until one of four possible outcomes is143
met: 1) the energy reaches zero and the particle stops in the gas, 2) the particle144
hits an active region of a detector, 3) the particle hits the non-active frame of145
a detector (this simulating the shadowing of detectors further from the window146
by those closer) and 4) the particle reaches a (user deﬁned) maximum distance147
from the window without stopping or hitting a detector. In event types 1, 3148
and 4 the particle does not hit an active region of a detector and is lost. Once149
a particle has been determined to have hit a detector (event type 2, described150
below) a check is made to ensure the energy is greater than the detector energy151
threshold, and then the energy and position of the particle smeared by the152
detector energy and position resolution. Events in which either one or both of153
the particles hit a detector are then written to the output ﬁle in the form of154
pseudo-events, ready for analysis.155
Three categories of detector may be simulated by REX. Detectors placed on156
the beam axis (at 0◦) may be either round (such as surface barrier detectors) or157
rectangular (such as resistive strip or double sided strip detectors). Rectangular158
detectors may also be placed at any point in the chamber (centred at (R, θ, φ)159
(in spherical polar coordinates) with respect to the window), with a tilt angle160
between 0◦ (perpendicular to the beam axis) and 90◦ (parallel to the beam axis).161
The third category of detectors are Micron Semiconductor Ltd [27] type YY1162
detectors [28], used to form the “LAMP” array (as shown in Fig. 1 and described163
in Section 3.1). The dimensions of the active regions of the detectors as well164
as any surrounding frames are used to determine if a particle has hit or missed165
the detectors. Any number of missing or broken strips may also be simulated.166
Detector hits are determined by comparing the angles and distance from the167
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window of the particles at the end of each gas step, with the angular coverage168
and distances of each detector. If the particle angles lie within the range covered169
by a detector strip, a check is made on the relative distance from the window170
of the particle and the detector at that (angular) point. If the particle distance171
(Rp) is less than the detector distance (Rd), the particle has not yet reached172
the detector, and another gas step simulated. If Rp = Rd (within a tolerance173
equal to a tenth of the gas step size) the particle is said to have hit the detector.174
If Rp > Rd the particle has “passed through” the detector. In this case the175
last gas step is undone and a new gas step (equal to half of the previous step)176
simulated. In this way any particle hitting the detector within the active region177
will register a hit. A similar method is used to determine if the particles hit the178
frame surrounding the detector active region.179
In addition to ΔE, Estrag and θstrag in the window and gas, REX can180
also simulate the same eﬀects arising from absorber foils placed in the beam181
(before and/or after the window). The eﬀects of beam energy spread from the182
accelerator, beam divergence and beam spot size, may be simulated by adding183
a random energy, angle or distance (from a Gaussian distribution centred at184
zero) to the beam energy, in-plane and out-of-plane angles and in-plane and185
out-of-plane distances from the window, at the start of each event, respectively.186
Any oﬀset in the beam from the centre of the window can also be simulated.187
The eﬀect of a collimator placed inside the chamber (after the window) may188
be simulated, as can the energy loss, energy straggling and angular straggling189
through a series of 0◦ silicon detectors forming a ΔE −E telescope (as used in,190
for example, [11]). The detector position resolution can take the form of either191
a Gaussian distribution (for resistive strip detectors) or the strip centroid (for192
non-resistive strip detectors such as those used in the LAMP array in [2, 11]). It193
is possible to turn each smearing eﬀect on or oﬀ (in any combination), allowing194
the contribution of each to the excitation energy resolution (for example) to be195
studied.196
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Figure 2: (Colour online) Schematic of a Micron Semiconductor Ltd type YY1 detector.
3. Results and discussion197
3.1. The 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction198
The 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction has been simulated in order to compare the199
output of REX to experimental data. The experiment [26] was performed at200
the GANIL accelerator facility in Caen, France. A 70 MeV 20Ne beam was used201
in conjunction with a chamber ﬁlled to 540 torr with He gas. The window was202
4.8 μm Havar R©. The detector setup consisted of one double sided silicon strip203
detector (DSSD) (Micron Semiconductor Ltd [27] type W1) and one LAMP204
[2, 11]) array (as shown in Fig. 1). The DSSD was (5 × 5) cm2 in active area,205
with 16 horizontal 3 mm wide strips on one face and 16 vertical 3 mm strips206
on the other. This was placed at 0◦ (on the beam axis) and 360 mm from the207
window. The LAMP array was constructed from 6 Micron Semiconductor Ltd208
type YY1 detectors [28], a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 2. Each YY1209
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Figure 3: (Colour online) Schematic of the LAMP array used in the experiment of [26]. The
side view shown at the bottom corresponds to a line through φ = 90◦ – 270◦ (in the front
view, above).
detector consists of a 45◦ wide wedge shaped PCB (with inner and outer radii of210
40 and 145 mm, respectively) and an active silicon region consisting of 16 non-211
resistive 5 mm wide radial strips. The inner strip (labelled 1 in the following212
discussions) has an inner radius of 50 mm, and the outer strip (labelled 16) an213
inner radius of 125 mm. The inner 13 strips cover an absolute azimuthal width of214
φ ≈ 40◦, which reduces to ≈ 36◦, 29◦ and 19◦ for the outer 3 strips [28]). When215
8 YY1 detectors are placed together they form a ﬂat and completely circular216
(360◦) annular array, LEDA [28]. With the removal of two detectors a 6 sided217
cone shaped conﬁguration (known as LAMP) can be created, as shown in Figs. 1218
and 3. In the front view of LAMP, shown at the top of Fig. 3, the azimuthal219
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
Beam energy 70 MeV Beam energy spread 200 keV
He gas pressure 540 torr Beam divergence in X 0.5◦
Window material Havar R© Beam divergence in Y 0.5◦
Window thickness 4.8 μm Beam spot size in X 6.6 mm
LAMP distance 284 mm Beam spot size in Y 1.6 mm
DSSD distance 360 mm Detector energy resolution 100 keV
Gas step size 1 mm Detector energy threshold 1.2 MeV
Table 1: Values for the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne simulations.
angles of the 6 detector centres can be seen to be 30◦, 90◦, 150◦, 210◦, 270◦220
and 330◦. In this view the detectors appear foreshortened, as they are tilted221
towards the beam line (out of the page) by triangular shaped mounting blocks.222
These can be seen in the side view, taken along the line φ = 90◦ to 270◦, which223
is shown at the bottom of Fig. 3. The mounting blocks hold the YY1 detectors224
at an angle of 46◦ (the angle between the detector face and beam axis), and225
three pairs of such blocks, with a 60◦ separation, give the 6 sided cone shaped226
arrangement seen at the top of Fig. 3, and in the chamber schematic shown in227
Fig. 1. Each of the 6 mounting blocks are attached to a frame, which is used to228
hold the LAMP array at the correct height with respect to the beam axis. In the229
4He(20Ne,α)20Ne experiment [26] simulated, the distance along the beam axis230
from the window to the inner edge of strip 1 (the strip closest to the beam axis)231
was 284 mm. At this distance the active region of each YY1 detector mounted232
in the LAMP array covered an azimuthal angle (as seen from the window) of ≈233
56◦.234
Additional details of the experimental setup (used as inputs to REX) are235
given in Tab. 1. The majority of the simulations were performed with a gas236
step of 1 mm (and hence a detector hit tolerance of 0.1 mm). The eﬀect of237
varying the gas step and hit tolerance is discussed below.238
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3.2. Resonance Distance239
The results of an investigation into the position within the chamber of a240
series of resonances are presented in Fig. 4. Here the distance from the window241
is shown for 7 resonances, generated (with equal weighting) in 1 MeV steps,242
between Ex = 11 and 17 MeV. In the main panel the resonance distance is243
plotted separately for events detected in the DSSD and the 16 strips of the244
LAMP array. In the upper panel all events are shown projected together onto245
the distance axis. The distance of the resonances varies from 34.3 mm from the246
window for the resonance at Ex = 17 MeV, to 270.4 mm for that at Ex = 11247
MeV. Also indicated in Fig. 4 are the distances from the window of the 0◦ DSSD248
(360 mm) and the LAMP array. The outer edge of the outer strip (strip 16)249
of the LAMP array lies at a distance of 228.4 mm from the window (along the250
beam axis), and the inner edge of the inner strip (strip 1) at 284.0 mm. It can251
be seen, therefore, that the resonances at Ex = 11 and 12 MeV sit within the252
cone of the LAMP array. This results in an excitation energy threshold for the253
LAMP strips. For example, events in which scattering is simulated at Ex = 11254
MeV cannot be detected in any of the 16 strips of the LAMP detectors. This is255
because the α-particle produced in the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction cannot scatter256
to large enough angles (due to two-body kinematics) to hit the detectors with257
suﬃcient energy to overcome the energy thresholds. In addition, only strips 1258
and 2 can detect events from the 12 MeV resonance, and strips 1 – 9 that at Ex259
= 13 MeV. All 16 strips can detect events generated at Ex = 14 MeV and above.260
In contrast, and due to its positioning within the chamber, all 7 resonances can261
be detected in all strips of the 0◦ DSSD. Such investigations will provide useful262
information when planning the setup of future experiments.263
The resonances shown in Fig. 4 were generated with an excitation energy264
width of 1 keV. Due to energy straggling of the beam in the window and gas,265
this translates to a FWHM of approximately 4 mm in position within the cham-266
ber. It is necessary, therefore, to use a gas step that is smaller than 4 mm in the267
simulations, to ensure correct sampling of the resonances. As mentioned previ-268
ously, the majority of results were obtained with a step size of 1 mm, although269
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Figure 4: (Colour online) Distance from the window (along the beam axis) for a series of 1
keV wide resonances, generated at Ex = 11 – 17 MeV, as detected in the DSSD and LAMP
detectors of [26]. The distance to the 0◦ DSSD (360 mm) and coverage of the LAMP array
(228.4 to 284.0 mm) are indicated. The upper panel shows the projection of all events onto
the distance axis.
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Figure 5: (Colour online) Eﬃciency proﬁle for the 0◦ DSSD (blue dotted line), LAMP array
(red dashed line) and overall value (black solid line) in the experiment of [26].
steps of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.5 and 2.0 mm have also been investigated (see below).270
3.3. Geometrical Detection Eﬃciency271
The geometrical detection eﬃciency obtained from REX for the experimental272
setup of [26] is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum excitation energy reached in the273
experiment is determined by the energy of the beam directly after the window,274
Ex = 17.68 MeV. The minimum excitation is given by the reactionQ-value, 9.31275
MeV. However, as events occurring at excitation energies close to the reactionQ-276
value will produce outgoing particles with very low kinetic energies, in practice277
this minimum excitation energy is not seen, due to the energy thresholds set278
on the detector signals to remove noise. Hence the actual detected Ex range is279
10.08 – 17.68 MeV. In Fig. 5 the eﬃciencies are plotted in 0.5 MeV Ex steps280
for both the 0◦ DSSD detector (blue dotted line) and LAMP array (red dashed281
line). Also shown is the total eﬃciency (black solid line). The excitation energy282
threshold of the LAMP array discussed in Section 3.2 may be seen in Fig. 5,283
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Figure 6: (Colour online) Eﬃciency proﬁle for the 0◦ DSSD (solid lines and closed points) and
LAMP array (dotted lines and open points) of [26] against CM scattering angle, for excitation
energies of 12 (black lines and circles), 14 (blue lines and squares) and 16 (red lines and
triangles) MeV.
the LAMP eﬃciency being zero at 11 MeV. This is in contrast to the 0◦ DSSD284
eﬃciency, which is 8.75 % at this point.285
The eﬃciencies of the 0◦ DSSD and LAMP array of [26] are shown as a286
function of CM scattering angle in Fig. 6, for excitation energies of 12, 14 and287
16 MeV. The excitation energy threshold of the LAMP array (seen in Fig. 5)288
also appears in Fig. 6 as a sharp cut-oﬀ in the 12 MeV (black dotted line289
with open circles) distribution at θcm ∼ 60◦. Despite this, it can clearly be290
seen that the various distributions become narrower and centred towards larger291
CM angles, as the excitation energy increases. This is because high Ex values292
correspond to smaller distances into the chamber (as seen in Fig. 4) and hence293
greater distances from the detectors. This in turn leads to a reduction in the294
solid angles covered by the detectors with respect to the resonance point, and295
hence a narrowing of the eﬃciency proﬁles. The shift to smaller (more forward)296
laboratory angles arising from this translates as a shift to higher CM angles,297
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Figure 7: (Colour online) Eﬃciency for the 0◦ DSSD of [26] as a function of REX gas step size,
for excitation energies of 11 (orange line with circles), 12 (red line with deltas), 13 (magenta
line with squares), 14 (green line with diamonds), 15 (cyan line with triangles), 16 (blue line
with crosses) and 17 (black line with stars) MeV.
due to the use of inverse kinematics in the reaction. As the 0◦ DSSD is situated298
on the beam axis in the scattering chamber, the three DSSD proﬁles shown in299
Fig. 6 all reach 100 % eﬃciency at θcm = 180
◦. This is in contrast to the LAMP300
array, which has a maximum eﬃciency of only 81 – 86 %, a result of the gaps301
in the azimuthal coverage that arise from the PCB surrounding the silicon on302
the YY1 detectors.303
In Fig. 7 the eﬃciency of the 0◦ DSSD is shown as a function of the gas304
step size used in the REX simulations (0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm).305
Resonances have been simulated at 1 MeV intervals between 11 and 17 MeV. In306
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Figure 8: (Colour online) Eﬃciency for the LAMP array of [26] as a function of REX gas step
size, for excitation energies of 12 (red line with deltas), 13 (magenta line with squares), 14
(green line with diamonds), 15 (cyan line with triangles), 16 (blue line with crosses) and 17
(black line with stars) MeV.
all cases the data are independent of the gas step size used, within the statistical307
ﬂuctuations of the simulations. The uncertainties vary from absolute eﬃciency308
values ± 0.05 % at Ex = 11 MeV, to ± 0.008 % at Ex = 17 MeV (and as such309
are too small to be shown in Fig. 7).310
The eﬀect of altering the gas step size on the LAMP eﬃciency is shown in311
Fig. 8, and a clear dependence may be observed. The greatest eﬀect is seen at Ex312
= 12 MeV, where the eﬃciency obtained with a step of 2.0 mm, (25.63 ± 0.07)313
%, increases to (28.29 ± 0.08) % for a step of 0.1 mm, an absolute diﬀerence314
of ∼ 2.7 %. The variation decreases with increasing excitation energy, however,315
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so that by Ex = 17 MeV the diﬀerence in eﬃciencies for the 2.0 and 0.1 mm316
steps, (13.54 ± 0.04) % and (13.65 ± 0.04) % respectively, is only ∼ 0.1 %. The317
dependence observed in Fig. 8 results from the sensitivity of the eﬃciency to318
the solid angle of the detector strips, which in turn depends on the accuracy319
to which the position of the resonance can be determined within the chamber.320
The eﬀect is greatest at Ex = 12 MeV, as this resonance sits within the cone321
of the LAMP array (as seen in Fig. 4). The eﬀect decreases with increasing322
excitation energy, as the higher excitation resonances are increasingly further323
from the LAMP array. While such an eﬀect should also be seen for the 0◦324
DSSD, it is further from the resonances than the LAMP array, and mounted325
perpendicularly to the beam axis. This reduces the variation in eﬃciency with326
gas step (as seen in the tilted detectors of LAMP), to the extent that the eﬀect327
is not seen in Fig. 7. As the data obtained with LAMP are only used to study328
angular distributions, and the yield is not required to be eﬃciency corrected329
to produce an excitation energy spectrum (in barns), the variation in eﬃciency330
with gas step size does not pose a real issue in the analysis of experimental data.331
The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 were obtained by varying the gas step size.332
This in turn resulted in a variation in the detector hit tolerance (as described333
in Section 2), as this is set to 10 % of the gas step. Simulations have also been334
performed with a ﬁxed tolerance of 0.1 mm at all gas steps. The results are the335
same as those shown in Figs. 7 and 8, and are not presented. These simulations336
show that the variation in eﬃciency with gas step size seen in Fig. 8 for the337
LAMP array is not due to the changing hit tolerance condition.338
3.4. Resolution339
The excitation energy of resonances populated in thick gas target resonant340
scattering reactions may be obtained from the detected energy, Ed, of the α-341
particle. This requires a simulation of the reaction in which only energy loss342
eﬀects are considered. A polynomial ﬁt to the distribution of detected ener-343
gies as a function of the simulated excitation energy, generated with a uniform344
distribution, allows Ex to be determined from Ed on an event by event ba-345
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sis. To remove any angular eﬀects, a polynomial is obtained for each detector346
strip, or, in the case of a DSSD, for each of the “pixels” formed by the crossing347
of one front and one back strip. Once these polynomials have been obtained,348
the Ex resolution of the experimental setup may be studied by running further349
simulations, in which narrow (FWHM = 1 keV) resonances are generated. By350
observing the width with which these resonances are reconstructed in the data351
analysis, the Ex resolution may be determined. As each smearing eﬀect can be352
turned on or oﬀ in any combination in REX, the contribution from each to the353
total Ex resolution may be obtained.354
Fig. 9 shows the excitation energy obtained from the detected α-particle355
energy, for a REX simulation of a resonance at 16 MeV, for all of the pixels of356
the 0◦ DSSD of [26] added together. In Fig. 9(a) the results of a simulation357
with all smearing eﬀects turned oﬀ (except energy loss in the window and gas)358
are shown. The smooth red line shows the results of a Gaussian peak ﬁt to359
the Monte Carlo data (stepped black line), indicating a FWHM of 11 keV. The360
width is not the 1 keV width of the resonance as generated, because although361
all smearing eﬀects were turned oﬀ in the simulation, the eﬀect of the detector362
position resolution is always included in all simulations. This arises from the use363
of a polynomial ﬁt, to obtain the excitation energy from the detected energy, for364
each detector pixel (or strip in the case of the LAMP array). No matter where365
the hit is within the pixel (or strip), the same polynomial will always be used366
to obtain Ex. This mimics the position resolution of the detector, as no matter367
the position within a pixel (or strip), only the pixel (or strip) centroid angle is368
known for that hit.369
The eﬀect of turning on the angular straggling of the beam in the window370
is shown in Fig. 9(b), and simulating all eﬀects together in Fig. 9(c). In Fig.371
9(b) the FWHM has increased from the 11 keV seen in Fig. 9(a), to 52 keV.372
The width of the resonance seen in Fig. 9(c) is 63 keV. This indicates that373
a signiﬁcant contribution to the overall Ex resolution arises from the angular374
straggling of the beam in the window. This is supported by the results obtained375
at 11 – 15 and 17 MeV, as given in Tab. 2. Also listed in Tab. 2 are the376
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Figure 9: (Colour online) Reconstructed Ex spectra for the 0◦ DSSD of [26] obtained from
REX for a state generated at Ex = 16 MeV with a) all smearing eﬀects oﬀ, b) angular
straggling of the beam in the window simulated and c) all smearing eﬀects simulated. In all
panels the smooth (red) line is the result of a Gaussian peak ﬁt to the data (stepped black
line). The results are for all DSSD pixels added together.
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contributions for each of the other smearing eﬀects, obtained by running the377
simulations multiple times, with each eﬀect turned on individually in turn. At378
all excitations it can be seen that the angular straggling of the beam in the379
window dominates the overall resolution. The eﬀect of angular straggling in380
the window is to deviate the beam, so that it is no longer travelling along the381
beam axis. The equations of Marion and Zimmerman [25] allow the FWHM of382
the angular straggling distribution to be predicted. For a 70 MeV 20Ne beam383
passing through a 4.8 μm Havar R© foil, the FWHM is 1.74◦. A beam particle384
scattering at an angle equal to the Half Width at Half Maximum (0.87◦) would385
arrive at the 17 MeV resonance (34.3 mm from the window, Fig. 4) 0.5 mm from386
the beam axis, whereas at the 11 MeV resonance (270.4 mm from the window)387
the deviation would be 4.1 mm, over a full DSSD strip width away. This gives388
rise to the increasing resolution contribution with decreasing excitation energy,389
as seen in Tab. 2. In contrast, the widths listed for the angular straggling of390
the α-particle in the gas are the same as those obtained with all eﬀects turned391
oﬀ, indicating that this eﬀect is negligible.392
The 0◦ DSSD Ex resolution, obtained with all eﬀects oﬀ, angular straggling393
of the beam in the window, and all eﬀects turned on, is plotted as a function of394
excitation energy in Fig. 10. As noted above, the contribution of the angular395
straggling of the beam in the window (blue delta points and dotted line) may396
be seen to be dominant at all excitation energies. It is clear, therefore, that one397
way to improve the experimental excitation energy resolution would be to reduce398
the window thickness, and hence the eﬀect of angular straggling on the beam.399
As a reduction in window thickness would result in a decrease in mechanical400
strength, a reduction in the gas pressure may also be required. This is turn may401
lead to a need to increase the detector distance, to ensure coverage of the same402
Ex range. Such changes are discussed below.403
In Fig 11 the excitation energy obtained from the detected α-particle energy404
is shown for strip 16 (the outer strip) of the LAMP array of [26]. As in the405
0◦ DSSD case (Fig. 9), these results were obtained from a simulation of a406
resonance at Ex = 16 MeV. In Fig. 11(a) the result obtained with all smearing407
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Ex (MeV)
Eﬀect 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
All eﬀects oﬀ 19 17 14 12 11 11 16
Beam energy spread 29 26 23 21 20 18 21
Beam X divergence 25 22 19 16 14 13 18
Beam Y divergence 25 22 19 16 14 13 17
Beam X spot 39 34 29 24 21 19 22
Beam Y spot 21 18 15 14 12 11 16
Beam Estrag in window 29 26 23 21 19 18 21
Beam θstrag in window 125 107 92 75 63 52 49
Beam Estrag in gas 29 26 23 21 19 19 21
Beam θstrag in gas 41 33 26 21 16 14 17
Fragment Estrag in gas 22 19 15 14 12 12 16
Fragment θstrag in gas 19 17 14 13 11 11 16
Detector energy resolution 27 26 25 25 24 24 27
All eﬀects on 142 125 105 87 73 63 56
Table 2: Predicted Ex resolution contributions (FWHM in keV) for the 0◦ DSSD of [26]. The
term beam divergence represents the eﬀect of the initial beam angular dispersion, and the
term beam spot of the initial beam position dispersion. Energy and angular straggling are
labelled Estrag and θstrag, respectively. Fitting uncertainties are < 1 keV in all cases. The
results shown are for all DSSD pixels together.
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Figure 10: (Colour online) REX predicted Ex resolution (FWHM) for simulations with all
smearing eﬀects oﬀ (black circular points and solid line), angular straggling of the beam in the
window (blue delta points and dotted line) and all smearing eﬀects on (red square points and
dashed line) for the 0◦ DSSD of [26], as a function of excitation energy. The green diamond
points and dot-dashed line indicate the resolution contribution for a MylarR© or KevlarR©
window (see Section 3.5). The results are for all DSSD pixels added together.
eﬀects turned oﬀ is shown. The distribution is non-Gaussian, and has a width408
(indicated by the vertical dotted red lines) of 102 keV, with a ﬁtting error of ±409
8 keV. As described above, simulations with all eﬀects turned oﬀ do include the410
detector position resolution. The width of the distribution seen in Fig. 11(a) for411
the LAMP array is much greater than that seen in Fig. 9(a) for the 0◦ DSSD.412
This is because the LAMP strips are signiﬁcantly bigger than the (3 × 3) mm413
pixels of the 0◦ DSSD (the outer strip of a Micron Semiconductor Ltd type YY1414
detector [28] is 5 mm high and approximately 42 mm wide). This results in a415
much greater range of distances and scattering angles (and hence excitation416
energies) that can be detected in a single strip of LAMP, when compared to417
a pixel of the 0◦ DSSD. In Fig. 11(b) the results with the angular straggling418
of the beam in the window only turned on are shown. The width obtained419
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Figure 11: (Colour online) Reconstructed Ex spectra for the outer strip (θwin = 22.0
◦) of
the LAMP array of [26] obtained from REX for a state generated at Ex = 16 MeV with a)
all smearing eﬀects oﬀ, b) angular straggling of the beam in the window simulated and c)
all smearing eﬀects simulated. In a) the vertical dotted (red) lines indicate the width of the
distribution. In b) and c) the smooth (red) line is the result of a Gaussian peak ﬁt to the
data.
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from a Gaussian peak ﬁt (indicated by the smooth red line) is 259 keV. As was420
the case for the 0◦ DSSD, the angular straggling of the beam in the window421
dominates the overall Ex resolution for the LAMP array, which has a FWHM422
of 281 keV (Fig. 11(c)) for strip 16 at Ex = 16 MeV. All other strips exhibit423
similar behaviour, and the spectra are not presented.424
In Tabs. 3, 4, 5 and 6 the contributions from all smearing eﬀects are listed425
for LAMP strips 1 (θwin = 7.9
◦), 6 (θwin = 12.1◦), 11 (θwin = 16.8◦) and 16 (θwin426
= 22.0◦), respectively. Most contributions are small, and close to those with427
all eﬀects turned oﬀ. As such these smearing eﬀects display a non-Gaussian428
Ex distribution (labelled “N”), due to the domination of the detector position429
resolution. In contrast, eﬀects labelled “G” have a Gaussian peak shape in430
the reconstructed excitation energy spectrum (such as seen in Figs. 11(b) and431
11(c)). These include the eﬀect of angular straggling of the beam in the window,432
which in all cases dominates the overall resolution, and the overall resolution433
itself.434
The LAMP resolutions as a function of excitation energy, obtained from435
simulations with all eﬀects oﬀ, angular straggling of the beam in the window,436
and all eﬀects turned on, are shown in Fig. 12, for (a) strip 1, (b) strip 6, (c) strip437
11 and (d) strip 16. As seen in Fig. 10 for the 0◦ DSSD, the angular straggling438
of the beam in the window (blue dotted line) dominates the overall resolution439
(red dashed line) at all excitation energies. Reducing the window thickness is440
therefore again seen as a way to improve the experimental excitation energy441
resolution (see below).442
The eﬀect of varying the gas step size on the 0◦ DSSD excitation energy443
resolution is shown in Fig. 13. Resonances were generated in 1 MeV steps444
between 11 and 17 MeV, and gas steps of 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 mm were445
used. The ﬁtting errors on the resolution values shown are < 1 keV in all cases.446
It can be seen in Fig. 13 that at all excitations the resolutions drop between 2.0447
and 1.0 mm, but then converge to a constant value (to within ≈ 2 keV) between448
1.0 and 0.1 mm. This suggests that step sizes above 1.0 mm are too coarse449
to correctly sample the 4 mm FWHM of the resonances (seen in Fig. 4). The450
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Ex (MeV)
Eﬀect Form 12 13 14 15 16 17
All eﬀects oﬀ N 137 112 83 63 48 36
Beam energy spread N 142 115 90 68 50 41
Beam X divergence N 139 117 87 61 49 39
Beam Y divergence N 139 116 87 61 49 38
Beam X spot G 140 127 100 76 61 48
Beam Y spot N 139 114 87 60 49 38
Beam Estrag in window N 140 113 85 65 52 38
Beam θstrag in window G 343 325 255 196 155 121
Beam Estrag in gas N 139 114 85 69 51 40
Beam θstrag in gas N 138 112 85 60 49 37
Fragment Estrag in gas N 139 112 86 61 48 37
Fragment θstrag in gas N 138 111 85 63 51 40
Detector energy resolution N 139 112 87 62 52 45
All eﬀects on G 385 357 280 214 168 137
Table 3: Predicted Ex resolution contributions (FWHM in keV) for strip 1 (θwin = 7.9
◦) of
the LAMP array of [26]. The term beam divergence represents the eﬀect of the initial beam
angular dispersion, and the term beam spot of the initial beam position dispersion. Energy
and angular straggling are labelled Estrag and θstrag, respectively. The forms G and N refer




Eﬀect Form 13 14 15 16 17
All eﬀects oﬀ N 131 115 94 74 60
Beam energy spread N 138 119 98 79 64
Beam X divergence N 138 120 96 76 63
Beam Y divergence N 136 119 96 78 63
Beam X spot G 134 128 111 92 76
Beam Y spot N 136 117 95 80 69
Beam Estrag in window N 139 116 95 78 65
Beam θstrag in window G 320 304 259 217 179
Beam Estrag in gas N 136 118 99 79 65
Beam θstrag in gas N 140 116 96 76 61
Fragment Estrag in gas N 137 116 95 78 65
Fragment θstrag in gas N 134 117 95 75 62
Detector energy resolution N 136 116 96 77 64
All eﬀects on G 353 337 284 237 199
Table 4: Predicted Ex resolution contributions (FWHM in keV) for strip 6 (θwin = 12.1
◦) of
the LAMP array of [26]. The term beam divergence represents the eﬀect of the initial beam
angular dispersion, and the term beam spot of the initial beam position dispersion. Energy
and angular straggling are labelled Estrag and θstrag, respectively. The forms G and N refer




Eﬀect Form 14 15 16 17
All eﬀects oﬀ N 123 106 94 80
Beam energy spread N 125 111 97 84
Beam X divergence N 125 107 95 83
Beam Y divergence N 126 108 97 83
Beam X spot G 124 120 110 97
Beam Y spot N 125 110 99 86
Beam Estrag in window N 126 110 98 86
Beam θstrag in window G 293 283 251 218
Beam Estrag in gas N 124 107 95 83
Beam θstrag in gas N 129 108 98 82
Fragment Estrag in gas N 124 108 97 83
Fragment θstrag in gas N 125 109 95 81
Detector energy resolution N 126 110 95 84
All eﬀects on G 321 311 274 239
Table 5: Predicted Ex resolution contributions (FWHM in keV) for strip 11 (θwin = 16.8
◦) of
the LAMP array of [26]. The term beam divergence represents the eﬀect of the initial beam
angular dispersion, and the term beam spot of the initial beam position dispersion. Energy
and angular straggling are labelled Estrag and θstrag, respectively. The forms G and N refer




Eﬀect Form 14 15 16 17
All eﬀects oﬀ N 120 113 102 90
Beam energy spread N 123 112 104 93
Beam X divergence N 121 111 103 91
Beam Y divergence N 122 111 102 90
Beam X spot G 108 113 112 102
Beam Y spot N 122 113 103 91
Beam Estrag in window N 132 115 106 91
Beam θstrag in window G 252 269 259 231
Beam Estrag in gas N 123 113 103 91
Beam θstrag in gas N 121 111 104 90
Fragment Estrag in gas N 122 113 105 92
Fragment θstrag in gas N 121 112 103 91
Detector energy resolution N 121 113 104 92
All eﬀects on G 280 292 281 251
Table 6: Predicted Ex resolution contributions (FWHM in keV) for strip 16 (θwin = 22.0
◦) of
the LAMP array of [26]. The term beam divergence represents the eﬀect of the initial beam
angular dispersion, and the term beam spot of the initial beam position dispersion. Energy
and angular straggling are labelled Estrag and θstrag, respectively. The forms G and N refer
to Gaussian and non-Gaussian line shapes, with ﬁtting uncertainties of < 2 keV and ± 8 keV,
respectively (see text).
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Figure 12: (Colour online) REX predicted Ex resolution (FWHM) for simulations with all
smearing eﬀects oﬀ (black circular points and solid line), angular straggling of the beam in
the window (blue delta points and dotted line) and all smearing eﬀects on (red square points
and dashed line) for a) strip 1 (θwin = 7.9
◦), b) strip 6 (θwin = 12.1◦), c) strip 11 (θwin =
16.8◦) and d) strip 16 (θwin = 22.0◦) of the LAMP array of [26].
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Figure 13: (Colour online) Resolution (FWHM) for the 0◦ DSSD of [26] as a function of REX
gas step size, for excitation energies of 11 (orange line with circles), 12 (red line with deltas),
13 (magenta line with squares), 14 (green line with diamonds), 15 (cyan line with triangles),
16 (blue line with crosses) and 17 (black line with stars) MeV. The results are for all DSSD
pixels added together.
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Figure 14: (Colour online) Resolution (FWHM) as a function of REX gas step size, for
excitation energies of 12 (red line with deltas), 13 (magenta line with squares), 14 (green line
with diamonds), 15 (cyan line with triangles), 16 (blue line with crosses) and 17 (black line
with stars) MeV for a) strip 1 (θwin = 7.9
◦), b) strip 6 (θwin = 12.1◦), c) strip 11 (θwin =
16.8◦) and d) strip 16 (θwin = 22.0◦) of the LAMP array of [26].
maximum resolution variation observed between 1.0 and 0.1 mm occurs at Ex451
= 16 MeV. Here the average resolution is 61.8 keV and the variation 3.3 keV,452
or 5.3 %. The average variation (which gives an indication of the uncertainty of453
the REX resolution predictions due to the step size choice) across all excitations454
is 3.0 %. The results presented in Fig. 13 were obtained with a hit tolerance455
of 10 % of the gas step size. As for the case of detection eﬃciency discussed456
previously, repeating the simulations with a ﬁxed hit tolerance of 0.1 mm did not457
produce any variations in the resolutions obtained. These results are therefore458
not presented.459
In Fig. 14 the resolution of the LAMP array of [26] is shown as a function460
of the gas step size used in the simulations, for strips 1, 6, 11 and 16. The461
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error on each value from the peak ﬁtting routine used to obtain the resolutions462
is ≤ 2 keV, in all cases. The resolutions are essentially independent of gas step463
size at all excitation energies, the maximum variation being seen for strip 16 at464
Ex = 17 MeV (black line with stars in Fig. 14(d)). In this case the maximum465
variation is 10 keV, with the average resolution across all step sizes being 252466
keV. This corresponds to a maximum variation in REX predicted resolution467
for the LAMP array of 4.0 %. Across all strips, gas step sizes and excitation468
energies, the average variation is 2.3 %. The dependence on gas step size seen469
in Fig. 13 for the 0◦ DSSD is not seen for the LAMP array in Fig. 14. This is470
because the LAMP resolution is much worse than that for the 0◦ DSSD, such471
that other eﬀects (for example the strip position resolution) dominate. As was472
the case for the 0◦ DSSD, simulations in which a ﬁxed hit tolerance of 0.1 mm473
was used did not alter the results shown in Fig. 14.474
3.5. Excitation Energy475
In Fig. 15(a) a 24Mg excitation energy spectrum, obtained from a study476
of the 20Ne(α,α0)
20Ne reaction in standard kinematics [29], is shown. The477
spectrum exhibits a rich structure of states in the 12.5 – 18.5 MeV Ex range,478
and consists of 664 data points, each corresponding to an individual beam energy479
setting of the accelerator. This data has been used to investigate the accuracy480
of the REX resolution predictions for the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne data of [26]. A481
polynomial ﬁt was made to the REX resolution values obtained with all smearing482
eﬀects turned on, as a function of excitation energy, for the 0◦ DSSD (red dashed483
line in Fig. 10). The data shown in Fig. 15(a) were then convoluted with a484
Gaussian line shape, with a varying width taken from the polynomial ﬁt to the485
REX resolution. This allows a prediction to be made of the excitation energy486
spectrum that should be obtained from the 0◦ DSSD of [26] (the data of [29]487
has a resolution of only a few keV, and is therefore a very accurate measure of488
the true 24Mg excitation energy spectrum). The result is shown by the black489
solid line in Fig. 15(b). Also shown (red dotted line) is the experimental 24Mg490
excitation energy spectrum obtained from the 0◦ DSSD of [26]. The agreement491
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Figure 15: (Colour online) a) 24Mg Ex spectrum from the 20Ne(α,α0)20Ne reaction [29] and
b) 24Mg Ex spectra obtained from the 20Ne(α,α0)20Ne reaction of [29] convoluted with the
REX predicted resolution of [26] (black solid line) and from the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction
[26] (red dotted line).
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Figure 16: 24Mg Ex spectra for the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction from the a) data of Walshe et
al. [26] and b) REX simulation.
in terms of the general structure and widths of the features is excellent (the492
absolute magnitudes do vary, however, as the data of [29] was taken at a CM493
angle of 168◦ and that of [26] at 180◦). This comparison suggests that the494
resolutions predicted by the REX simulations are reliable.495
By generating a series of resonances with varying centroids, widths and rela-496
tive strengths, it is possible to reconstruct an excitation energy spectrum using497
REX. This is illustrated in Fig. 16. In Fig. 16(a), the experimental 24Mg Ex498
spectrum obtained from the 0◦ DSSD of [26] is shown, and in Fig.16(b) a REX499
generated reproduction. The REX spectrum was obtained by generating 20 res-500
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onances between 12.5 and 17.3 MeV, with widths varying from 47 to 262 keV.501
The agreement between Figs. 16(a) and 16(b) is excellent, the only discrep-502
ancy being the Rutherford scattering background underlying the experimental503
data, which has not been included in the REX simulation. On this occasion the504
REX spectrum was produced after the experimental data had been analysed505
(the centroids, widths and relative strengths of the resonances used to generate506
Fig.16(b) were obtained from a ﬁt to Fig. 16(a)). However, REX can also be507
used to predict the outcome of any future resonant scattering experiment, by508
simulating the Ex spectrum that would be obtained (using the known centroids509
and widths of states in the nucleus of interest, listed in compilations and data510
tables, for example). By altering the experimental parameters used as inputs to511
REX, such as the detector conﬁguration and distance to the window, gas pres-512
sure, window thickness and window material (for example, Mylar R© or Kevlar R©513
could be substituted for Havar R©, if the expected beam intensity is low), the514
best setup (in terms of both eﬃciency and resolution) can be determined.515
3.6. Window Material516
The eﬀect of varying the window material has been investigated by perform-517
ing simulations using Mylar R© and Kevlar R©. The window thickness used in the518
experiment of [26], 4.8 μm, was used in both cases, but the beam energy altered519
to compensate for the diﬀering energy loss through the diﬀerent foils. For the520
Havar R© window used in [26], the energy loss is such that the 70 MeV beam exits521
the foil (and enters the gas) at 50.22 MeV. Beam energies of 56.11 and 56.32522
MeV were used for the Mylar R© and Kevlar R© simulations, respectively, to give523
this same energy. The Ex resolution contribution, arising from angular strag-524
gling of the beam in the window, is shown in Fig.10, for the 0◦ DSSD of [26]. As525
described in Section 3.4, the blue delta points and dotted line shows the angular526
straggling contribution from the Havar R© window, which can be seen to domi-527
nate the overall resolution (red squares and dashed line) of the experiment. The528
angular straggling contributions obtained from the Mylar R© and Kevlar R© win-529
dow simulations are identical to within 0.5 keV at all excitations, and hence an530
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averaged value for both materials is shown in Fig.10 (green diamond points and531
dot-dashed line). It can be seen that the angular straggling contribution from532
Mylar R© and Kevlar R© windows is signiﬁcantly lower than that from Havar R©,533
indicating that Mylar R© and Kevlar R© provide the best choice of window mate-534
rial (if the beam current is low enough to allow their use). This is supported535
by the results for the LAMP array of [26]. The angular straggling contribution536
for the Havar R© window of [26] is shown by the blue delta points and dotted537
line in Fig.12 (described in Section 3.4), and again can be seen to dominate the538
overall experimental resolution. The results for Mylar R© and Kevlar R© windows539
have been found to be indistinguishable from those obtained with all smearing540
eﬀects turned oﬀ (black circular points and solid line in Fig.12), and are not541
shown. This suggests that the contributions from angular straggling of the beam542
in these window materials is much smaller than those arising from the LAMP543
strip position resolution.544
The diﬀerence in angular straggling contributions from Mylar R©, Kevlar R©545
and Havar R© result from the diﬀerent compositions of the materials. Mylar R©546
(composed of C, H and O) and Kevlar R© (composed of C, H, O and N) have much547
lower average masses, charges and densities than Havar R© (composed mainly of548
Co, Cr, Ni and Fe). Because Havar R© consists almost entirely of metals, it549
is both mechanically strong and an excellent conductor. This allows the heat550
arising from the energy loss of the beam as it passes through the foil to be easily551
dissipated. In contrast, Mylar R© and Kevlar R© are both insulators, and will likely552
melt under exposure to high beam currents. In a radioactive beam experiment,553
where the beam currents are typically low, it may be possible to use Mylar R© or554
Kevlar R© windows without risking a catastrophic failure due to melting (in the555
experiment of [2] a 2.5 μm Mylar R© window was used with a beam intensity of556
∼ 2 × 106 particles per second, although the gas pressure was only 150 mb).557
For higher beam intensities a Havar R© window may well have to be used, or at558
the very least Mylar R© or Kevlar R© with a thin aluminium coating.559
To illustrate the advantages of using a thinner and lighter window, a sim-560
ulation has been performed for the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction of [26], in which561
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Mylar R© was used instead of Havar R©. The window thickness was reduced (by562
a factor of two) to 2.4 μm, and the gas pressure halved (to 270 torr) to reﬂect563
the use of a thinner (and weaker) window. To account for the lower energy564
loss through the Mylar R©, a beam energy of 53.20 MeV was used. This gives565
the same 50.22 MeV into the gas as the setup of [26]. As the resonances will566
be spread further into the chamber due to the use of a lower gas pressure, the567
LAMP and 0◦ DSSD distances were increased to 535 and 740 mm, respectively.568
These settings result in the same excitation energy range being covered by each569
detector in the two conﬁgurations, as seen in Fig. 17. Here the eﬃciency proﬁles570
are shown for both the experimental setup of [26] (previously shown in Fig. 5)571
(black solid lines) and for the new simulation (blue dotted lines). In the case of572
the 0◦ DSSD (Fig. 17(a)) the eﬃciency is seen to drop by a factor of 4.4, a result573
of the approximately doubling of the window to DSSD distance (from 360 to 740574
mm). As the distances of the resonances into the chamber have also doubled575
(the Ex = 17 MeV resonance moves from 34.3 (Sec. 3.2) to 68.3 mm, and that576
at Ex = 11 MeV from 270.4 to 540.5 mm) the resonance to DSSD distances have577
also increased. For example, at Ex = 17 MeV, the resonance to DSSD distance578
(Rr) is 360.0 − 34.3 = 325.7 mm at 540 torr and 740.0 − 68.3 mm = 671.7579
mm at 270 torr, a ratio of 671.7/325.7 = 2.1. As the solid angle covered by the580
DSSD with respect to the resonance point depends on 1/R2r, a change in Rr by581
a factor of 2.1 leads to a decrease in solid angle by a factor of 2.12 = 4.4. Hence582
the drop in eﬃciency seen for the 0◦ DSSD in Fig. 17(a) results entirely from583
the changing geometry of the two experimental setups simulated. In the case of584
the LAMP array (Fig. 17(b)) the eﬃciency proﬁle appears narrower, and the585
peak shifted towards lower excitation, in the new simulation. This again results586
from the increased resonance to detector distance, which leads to a reduction587
in the angular range covered by the array. For example, at 284 mm the centre588
of the inner strip is at θwin = 7.9
◦, which reduces to 4.2◦ at 535 mm. For the589
outer strip the angle changes from 22.0◦ at 284 mm to 10.9◦ at 535 mm. It it590
this narrowing of the angular range of the LAMP array at 535 mm that leads591
to the corresponding narrowing of the eﬃciency proﬁle. Despite this, it can be592
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seen in Fig. 17 that the excitation energy range covered is the same for both593
experimental setups.594
In Figs. 18 and 19 the excitation energy resolution is shown for the experi-595
mental setup of [26] (black solid line) (previously shown in Figs. 10 and 12) and596
for the new simulation (blue dotted line). For both the 0◦ DSSD (Fig. 18) and597
LAMP array (Fig. 19) the improvement in resolution is clear, and arises from598
the reduction in angular straggling of the beam in the window in the proposed599
improved setup. In the case of the 0◦ DSSD (Fig. 18) the resolution reduces600
to approximately 30 keV at all excitations, a decrease by a factor of 4.1 at Ex601
= 11 MeV and 2.0 at 17 MeV. For the 4 strips of the LAMP array shown in602
Fig. 19, the resolution drops by a factor of a minimum of 2.3 (Strip 1 at Ex603
= 12 MeV and Strip 16 at Ex = 14 MeV) and a maximum of 4.2 (Strip 11 at604
Ex = 17 MeV). It is clear, therefore, that unless limited by low beam intensity605
(and hence low counting statistics) it would, in general, be better to use the606
thinnest Mylar R© or Kevlar R© window possible in future work. Although this607
would require lowering the gas pressure and pushing the detectors further from608
the window (when compared to a measurement using a thick Havar R© foil), the609
decrease in eﬃciency would be compensated by the much greater experimental610
resolution, and hence quality of the data obtained.611
3.7. Angular Distribution612
In both the 4He(6He,α)6He measurement of [2], and the 4He(10Be,α)10Be613
reaction studied in [11], spin information was obtained for the resonances ob-614
served following a study of the α-particle angular distributions. These may be615
simulated in REX, an example for the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction being shown616
in Fig. 20. Here the detected α-particle energy has been plotted against angle617
with respect to the window (which has been smeared randomly within the range618
of the pixel or strip hit in the event). In Fig. 20(a) the angular distribution619
is shown for the experimental data of [26]. The data observed between 0◦ and620
5.8◦ correspond to that obtained from the 0◦ DSSD, and that between 7.5◦ and621
22.5◦ to the LAMP array. A series of loci can be seen, each corresponding to622
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Figure 17: (Colour online) Eﬃciency proﬁles for the experiment of [26] (black solid lines) and
proposed improved setup (see text) (blue dotted lines) for the a) 0◦ DSSD and b) LAMP
array.
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Figure 18: (Colour online) REX predicted Ex resolution (FWHM) for the 0◦ DSSD of [26]
(black solid line) and proposed improved setup (see text) (blue dotted line).
one of the individual resonances seen in Fig. 16(a). In Fig. 20(b) a REX gener-623
ated version of the same angular distribution is shown. This was obtained from624
the same simulation used to produce the excitation energy spectrum shown in625
Fig.16(b). In general, the agreement in coverage between Figs. 20(a) and 20(b)626
is excellent, with the only discrepancy being in the low energy (Ed < 10 MeV)627
region. This arises because in the experimental data Rutherford scattering is628
observed in the DSSD, and noise seen in the LAMP array. Neither of these629
eﬀects are included in the REX simulation. The REX spectrum shown in Fig.630
20(b) was produced in a simulation in which a uniform angular distribution was631
used for the scattering. This results in an intensity pattern that varies smoothly632
with angle, and which reﬂects the detection eﬃciency of the experimental setup.633
This is in contrast to the experimental data (Fig. 20(a)), in which much greater634
variations in intensity can be observed in the loci as a function of angle, a result635
of the spins of the resonances. This diﬀerence can be clearly seen in the regions636
surrounding the solid black line in both panels of Fig. 20, which represents the637
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Figure 19: (Colour online) REX predicted Ex resolution (FWHM) for strips a) 1, b) 6, c) 11
and d) 16 of the LAMP array of [26] (black solid line) and proposed improved setup (see text)
(blue dotted line).
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Figure 20: (Colour online) Detected energy against angle for a) the data of [26] and b) a REX
simulation. In both panels the solid black line shows a REX simulation of a resonance at Ex
= 16.64 MeV, with all smearing eﬀects oﬀ. The dotted line in a) indicates the window used
to select events (see text).
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result of a simulation for a single resonance at Ex = 16.64 MeV, obtained from638
REX with all smearing eﬀects turned oﬀ. The intensity in the region of this line639
in Fig. 20(b) varies smoothly with angle, whilst in Fig. 20(a) the experimental640
data can be seen exhibit much more variation.641
In Fig. 21 the projection of the experimental angular distribution seen within642
the dotted window in Fig. 20(a) is shown. Also shown are the results of REX643
simulations for a single Ex = 16.64 MeV resonance, obtained with diﬀering644
Legendre polynomial (PL) angular distributions for the scattering reaction. In645
Fig. 21(a) the results of a simulation with L = 3 are shown, in Fig. 21(b) the646
results for L = 4 and in Fig. 21(c) L = 5. No single L value can reproduce647
the data, although a simple sum of 72 % L = 3 and 28 % L = 5 (without648
any interference included) does provide a reasonable description, as seen in649
Fig. 21(d). Performing additional simulations for all of the resonances seen in650
Fig. 20(a) would allow the spins to be investigated and the dominant L values651
determined.652
4. Summary653
A Monte Carlo code (REX) has been developed in order to simulate thick654
gas target resonant scattering experiments. After simulating the eﬀects of the655
beam energy spread from the accelerator, beam divergence, beam spot size,656
beam oﬀset from the centre of the window and the window itself, the beam is657
tracked in steps through the gas. After each step the eﬀects of energy loss, energy658
straggling and angular straggling on the beam energy, position and trajectory659
are determined. Once the interaction point has been reached, the scattering660
reaction is simulated, and the outgoing particles then tracked in steps in a661
similar manner to the beam. For events in which a particle hits a detector, the662
eﬀects of detector energy and position resolution are simulated, and the event663
written to a ﬁle for analysis.664
Simulations of the 4He(20Ne,α)20Ne reaction have been performed, the ef-665
ﬁciency and resolution investigated, and the excitation energy spectrum and666
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Figure 21: (Colour online) Angular distribution for the resonance at Ex = 16.64 MeV in the
data of [26] (black solid line) overlaid with the REX prediction (red dotted line) for a) L = 3,
b) L = 4 and c) L = 5. In d) the weighted sum of L = 3 (72 %) and 5 (28 %) is shown.
angular distribution reproduced. Comparisons to the experimental results of a667
measurement performed at GANIL [26] indicate the results obtained from REX668
are reliable. The excitation energy resolution is found to be dominated by angu-669
lar straggling in the window, indicating that the window thickness and material670
(and hence gas pressure and detector distances) must be considered carefully in671
the planning of future experiments.672
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